After the publication of this paper Pisanello et al., we have noticed that there was an error in the institutional affiliations of some of the authors. In particular, Leonardo Sileo, who appeared affiliated to "*Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell\'Innovazione, Università del Salento, Lecce, Italy"*, should be affiliated instead only to "*Center for Biomolecular Nanotechnologies, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Lecce, Italy."* Massimo De Vittorio, who appeared affiliated only to "*Center for Biomolecular Nanotechnologies, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Lecce, Italy"* should be affiliated also to "*Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell\'Innovazione, Università del Salento, Lecce, Italy."* Correct affiliations appear below the title of this corrigendum.
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